[Clinical research of HPV DNA detection and HPV RNA detection in single time].
To research the application of the single time detection of HPV E6/E7 mRNA and HC2-HPV-DNA in cervical screening project. We detected both HPV E6/E7 mRNA and HC2-HPV-DNA of each sample which collected from 130 cervical disease patients' cervix during Jan. 2008 and July. 2009. TCT results were taken as standard to evaluate the diagnostic accuracy of the above two test methods in detecting high-grade cervical disease. 82.3% (107/130)women were confirmed to infect HPV by HC2-HPV-DNA detection, and 40.0% (52/130) women were confirmed to infect HPV by HPV E6/E7 mRNA detection, there was no significant difference between the two results (chi2 = 24.5, P < 0.05). The sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value of HC2-HPV-DNA detection were 90.1%, 22.1%, 37.4% and 82.6%, respectively. The sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value of HPV E6/E7 mRNA detection were 65.9%, 73.3%, 55.8% and 80.8%, respectively. In clinical cervical screening project of single time, the combination of HC2-HPV-DNA detection and HPV E6/E7 mRNA detection wick take on more potential value than applying each of them alone. RNA;